Cardiff School of Engineering (ENGIN)

DLHE Survey 2014/15

91% Positive Outcomes

85% Graduate Prospects

- Full-time employed: 70%
- Part-time employed: 9%
- Work and study: 7%
- In study: 4%
- Other Outcome: 10%

- Graduate Employment: 72%
- Graduate Study: 9%
- Other Employment: 0%
- Other Study: 5%
- Unemployed: 4%
- Other Outcome: 9%
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89%
Feel the overall experience in higher education prepared them well for employment

96%
Feel the overall experience in higher education prepared them well for further study

39%
Feel the overall experience in higher education prepared them well for being self-employed/ freelance or starting up own business
Top employers:
- elliott_wood
- wsp_parsons_brinckerhoff
- pwc
- rolls_royce_plc
- arup
- skanska
- bae_systems
- mott_macdonald
- aecom
- bam_nuffield
- interserve_construction
- kier
- jaguar_land_rover
- atkins
- renishaw
- royal_navy

89% Of those working are in a graduate occupation

Average starting salary

£24 461